Abstract-This paper tackles the high-dimensional robust order scheduling problem. A multi-objective evolutionary algorithm called constrained nondominated sorting differential evolution based on decision variable classification is developed to search for robust order schedules. The decision variables are classified into highly and weakly robustness-related variables according to their contributions to the robustness of candidate solutions. The experimental results reveal that the performance of robust evolutionary optimization can be greatly improved via analyzing the properties of decision variables and then decomposing the high-dimensional robust optimization problem. It is also unveiled that the order scheduling is greatly affected by the uncertain daily production quantities. The robust order schedules are able to provide more information on earliness/tardiness of the orders, which enhances the flexibility of the production.
I. INTRODUCTION

I
N SUPPLY chain management, order scheduling is one of the vital decision-making problems when producing timesensitive products. Take apparel industry as an example, manufacturers typically receive orders from retailers shortly before a selling season. The orders are subject to huge product varieties, which increases labor costs in the production process [1] . Therefore, order scheduling is of paramount importance to rational resource distribution, which benefits enterprises [2] , [3] .
In the recent two decades, order scheduling problems have been widely studied from different aspects. For example, the order scheduling problem was solved by considering order release, order sequencing, and group scheduling in a single-stage production system [4] . In [5] , the schedules were obtained at the supply chain level with the consideration of the assignment of orders to/at each plant as well as the shipment schedule. In [6] , the order scheduling problem was addressed under a complex manufacturing environment, which considers multiple processes, multiple departments, and multiple plants. For recent advances in order scheduling, the reader is referred to [7] - [10] and references therein.
Recently, as a powerful optimization tool [11] - [13] , evolutionary algorithms (EAs) have been brought in to tackle order scheduling problems [6] , [14] , [15] . In these studies, researchers mainly made efforts in proposing new EAs. In addition, daily production quantities were assumed to be fixed on a specified production line. Nevertheless, in real production, there are multiple kinds of disruptions that often occur in the order scheduling [7] , including tool failure, machine breakdown, and operator illness, among others. Hence, daily production quantities often vary during the production process. Under these circumstances, order schedules that are robust to the uncertain daily production quantities are preferred. The robust order scheduling problem belongs to robust optimization problems. In searching for a candidate for making robust order schedules, robust evolutionary optimization has been shown to be promising [16] , [17] . Practitioners may control the desired level of robustness based on practical situations by setting different constraints in robust evolutionary optimization. As a result, the first motivation of this research comes from solving order scheduling problems by robust evolutionary optimization.
The task of order scheduling is to assign the orders received from retailers to proper production lines in terms of the delivery date of each order. An order scheduling problem belongs to a very complex combinatorial optimization problem, which has a massive solution space. For instance, for 20 orders and four production lines, the number of the candidate solutions is up to 4 20 . When some real-world production factors (e.g., order split, learning effect, etc.) are considered, the encoding scheme of the order scheduling problem may become more complicated, and the scheduling becomes a high-dimensional problem with more than 100 decision variables [18] . In robust optimization, as the dimension of the decision space grows, the complexity of the problem's fitness landscape increases dramatically. Moreover, the robust region of the high-dimensional problem is much harder to determine when the number of the decision variables increases. This is known as the "curse of dimensionality" [19] , which implies that the performance of robust optimization methods deteriorates as the dimensionality of the search space grows. It is worth mentioning that high-dimensional robust optimization, especially high-dimensional robust multi-objective optimization, has so far received little attention.
To solve high-dimensional single-objective optimization problems, cooperative coevolution (CC) is widely utilized [20] . The idea of CC is to decompose a high-dimensional optimization problem into a group of subproblems that can be separately optimized by conventional EAs. Two representative grouping mechanisms are random grouping [21] and differential grouping [22] . Recently, high-dimensional multi-objective optimization has attracted increasing attention. A novel grouping mechanism is proposed based on a decision variable analysis strategy, which investigates whether a decision variable contributes to convergence, diversity or both. Then, the decision variables are partitioned as convergence-related variables and diversityrelated variables [23] , or position variables, distance variables, and mixed variables [24] . Some promising experimental results are reported in [23] and [24] . Inspired by the variable property-based classification, high-dimensional robust multiobjective optimization problems can be handled by identifying whether a decision variable strongly influences the robustness of candidate solutions. Hence, the second motivation of this research aims to facilitate the solution of high-dimensional robust multi-objective optimization problems by categorizing the decision variables into different groups using a dedicated decision variable classification (DVC) based approach.
Based on the above discussion, this research addresses the high-dimensional robust order scheduling problem using a DVC-based approach. The order scheduling problem is formulated as a high-dimensional robust multi-objective optimization problem. A multi-objective evolutionary algorithm (MOEA) called constrained nondominated sorting differential evolution based on DVC (CNSDE/DVC) is developed to search for robust order schedules. In CNSDE/DVC, decision variables are classified into highly robustness-related variables and weakly robustness-related variables according to their contributions to the robustness of candidate solutions. Then, the two groups of the decision variables are optimized separately in CNSDE/DVC.
The contributions of this paper can be summarized as follows.
1) High-dimensional robust multi-objective optimization problems are addressed. To the best of our knowledge, existing work on robust optimization has been limited to low to medium-dimensional problems. For example, nondominated sorting genetic algorithm II (NSGA-II) was adopted for the robust engineering design [17] , nondominated sorting composite differential evolution (NSCDE) was developed for robust multi-objective controllability of complex neuronal networks [25] , and nondominated sorting adaptive differential evolution (NSJADE) was proposed for the robust multi-objective order scheduling in the discrete manufacturing industry [26] . The dimensions of the problems investigated in [17] , [25] , and [26] are 4, 10-100, and 80, respectively. 2) The decision variables are categorized into groups based on their influence on the robustness of the solutions, thereby enhancing the efficiency in solving highdimensional problems.
3) The proposed algorithm is applied to solving highdimensional robust order scheduling problems and compared with three state-of-the-art MOEAs for solving robust multi-objective optimization problems. This paper is organized as follows. Section II formulates the robust order scheduling problem. Section III introduces the details of CNSDE/DVC including the DVC operation, as well as the CNSDE/DVC-based robust order scheduling. Section IV provides a set of experiments, as well as the experimental results. Finally, concluding remarks are given in Section V.
II. PROBLEM FORMULATION
In this paper, we take the apparel industry as an example and discuss the robust order scheduling. The notations used in the problem are set based on Fast React [27], a business software specially developed for the apparel industry. (·) Function that denotes the learning effect of processing the order of T p . γ Uncertainty factor of daily production quantities. The task of the order scheduling in the apparel industry is to assign m orders to n production lines appropriately. During the production, orders can be split for flexible production. In addition, the production lines belong to product-specific lines, which implies the production efficiency on a line can reach the highest only for certain type of product. Learning effect is also considered in the problem. The problem is described on the basis of [26] ; because of the page limit, we provide the detailed problem description in Section S.I of the supplementary file.
NOMENCLATURE
Notations Related to Production Order
An appropriate schedule implies that both earliness and tardiness of each order are discouraged [28] , [29] . The reason is that the storage costs will increase (i.e., higher earliness penalty costs) when an order is completed before its due date, and the customer satisfaction will reduce (i.e., higher tardiness penalty costs) when an order is finished after its due date [28] . As a result, the two optimization objectives are set. First, minimizing the total earliness of all the orders, second, minimizing the total tardiness of all the orders.
In detail, the first objective is expressed as follows:
where FD i and DD i are the finishing date and the due date of O i in the schedule, respectively; and g 1 (·) is
The second objective is described as follows:
where FD i and DD i are the finishing date and the due date of O i in the schedule, respectively; and g 2 (·) is
These two objectives are conflicting, which implies a solution that results in a smaller f 1 (less total earliness) will lead to a larger f 2 (more total tardiness).
In this paper, the order scheduling considers uncertain daily production quantities, which affects FD i of each order. Hence, the schedules obtained are robust to the variations of daily production quantities. Then, the formulation of robust multiobjective optimization will be introduced. Here, robust multiobjective optimization is formulated in terms of the second type of multi-objective robust solutions in [17] , which controls the desired level of robustness according to practical situations via setting different constraints for the optimization problem. As a result, the robust multi-objective optimization problem can be formulated as
where
, and f eff i (x) is defined as follows:
T is a decision vector, the size of which is D; Ω denotes the feasible decision space; · can be any suitable norm; η is a constant that controls the desired level of robustness and the value is predefined by the practitioners.
Therefore, the order scheduling problem can be converted into a constrained bi-objective optimization problem
where L 1 norm is utilized in the constraint. We hope that robust order schedules that balance the two objectives can be obtained based on the problem formulation. These schedules will provide early warnings of earliness or tardiness to the planners. Then, more warehouse spaces can be prepared as early as possible for the early orders, while more operators can be arranged to work extra time for the delayed orders. In the next section, we will give a detailed account of how to search for the robust order schedules.
Remark 1: It is worth mentioning that the apparel industry belongs to labor-intensive industries, which require a large amount of human labor to produce products. For order scheduling problems in the apparel industry, production uncertainties often arize due to operator absenteeism or operator illness. In addition, the production can be affected by operator's diverse efficiencies of producing different types of products (i.e., production lines are product-specific lines) and operators' increasing output efficiencies of continuously producing the same type of product (i.e., learning effect). Therefore, order scheduling while the maximum evaluation number is not achieved do 13:
end for 16:
end for 19:
end while 20: end problems in the apparel industry can be modeled as complex robust optimization problems. For other industries, there are also multiple disruptions in the production such as machine breakdown or tool failure. Hence, the results obtained in this paper can also be extended to order scheduling problems in other industries.
III. PROPOSED ALGORITHM: CNSDE/DVC
In this section, the framework of CNSDE/DVC is first presented. Then, the details of the DVC operation and other main operations in CNSDE/DVC are elaborated. Finally, the CNSDE/DVC-based robust order scheduling is introduced.
A. Framework of CNSDE/DVC
The framework of CNSDE/DVC is listed in Algorithm 1. There are four components in CNSDE/DVC: Population_Initialization, DVC_Operation, DV1_Optimization, and DV2_Optimization. First, a population of NP individuals is initialized in a random way. Second, by means of the DVC operation, the decision variables are divided into two categories: highly robustness-related variables and weakly robustness-related variables. Then, the two categories of variables are repeatedly optimized for a certain number of cycles, respectively, until the maximum number of fitness evaluations is exhausted.
B. DVC Operation
As introduced in Section II, the robust optimization problem is converted into a constrained optimization problem. Thus, searching for robust solutions is equivalent to searching for feasible solutions. The DVC operation divides the decision T V al = sum(AllV al(:, i) < θ, 1) 24:
Find the decision variables that meet T V al > mean (T V al) and record as DV2 25:
The rest decision variables are recorded as DV1 26: end variables into two groups: highly robustness-related variables and weakly robustness-related variables. A decision variable is called a highly/weakly robustness-related variable if the feasibility of the solution is highly/less sensitive to perturbations on the variable. In the following discussion, we use DV1 and DV2 to represent highly or weakly robustness-related variables, respectively.
The detailed procedure of the DVC operation is listed in Algorithm 2. For the DVC operation, the main idea lies in perturbing the decision variables, and then monitoring the changes to the constraint violation. The AvgVal value that is less than the threshold θ is highlighted in grey background.
TN times, the purpose of which is to increase the accuracy of the classification since the characteristics of the decision variables can only be captured via SN randomly selected individuals. All the TN values of AvgVal are stored in AllVal, the size of which is T N × D. The above-mentioned operation returns a group of average variance values of the constraint violation affected by the perturbation on each decision variable. Lines 23-25 show the classification operation based on the results from the perturbation. First, a threshold θ is set, and we calculate for how many of the total TN times for each decision variable the average variance value of the constraint violation is smaller than θ. The values of the times are recorded in TVal, the size of which is 1 × D. Then, the decision variables that satisfy T V al > mean(T V al) are classified as weakly robustnessrelated variables, i.e., DV2; the rest decision variables are classified as highly robustness-related variables, i.e., DV1.
In Table I , an example is given to show how to identify DV1 and DV2. Table I . The threshold θ is set as 0.5, and we count for how many of the total TN times for x 1 to x 4 (i.e., TVal) the average variance value of the constraint violation is smaller than θ. The AvgVal value that is less than θ is highlighted in grey background in Table I . The TVal value is recorded in the last row of Table I . Hence,
Then, the decision variables that satisfy T V al > mean(T V al) (i.e., x 2 and x 4 ) are classified as DV2; the rest decision variables (i.e., x 1 and x 3 ) are classified as DV1.
In a word, the DVC operation divides the decision variables into DV1 and DV2 via perturbing the decision variables, observing the changes to the constraint violation and comparing the changes with the predefined threshold.
C. Optimization of DV1 and DV2
After grouping the decision variables into two groups, DV1 and DV2, CNSDE/DVC starts to optimize each category of decision variables separately. This research aims to propose a novel decomposition method for high-dimensional robust optimization problems, hence, we only use existing optimization strategies for DV1 and DV2. Classical differential evolution (DE) DE/rand/1/bin is utilized to optimize DV1 and DV2. Because of the page limit, the first two operations Mutation and Crossover are given in Section S.II of the supplementary file. While the Selection operation [13] is introduced below. It is worth pointing out that besides DE, other EAs like genetic algorithms or swarm-based intelligent algorithms like particle swarm optimization and ant colony optimization methods can also be used as the search engine in CNSDE/DVC.
Selection: NP offspring individuals are generated from NP parent individuals after mutation and crossover operations. Then, the offspring population is combined with the parent population, and a new population of NP individuals will be selected from the combined population.
The mutation and crossover operations are the same for the DV1 and DV2 optimization. While for the selection operation, the selection rules are different. DV1 are decision variables that are highly related to robustness. It is desirable to obtain the solutions with high robustness by optimizing DV1. Therefore, robustness is used as the selection criterion for DV1, and individuals with higher robustness are preferred to enter the next generation. While for DV2, they are weakly related to robustness. We aim to enhance the convergence and diversity performance of the population by optimizing DV2. Hence, nondomination rank is utilized as the first selection criterion, and crowding distance is set as the second selection criterion. Individuals with a lower (better) nondomination rank and a larger crowding distance will be selected as parents of the next generation. The fast nondominated sorting is used to sort the population with a lower computational complexity compared to traditional methods [13] .
In the optimization process, DV1 and DV2 are alternately optimized for c 1 and c 2 cycles, respectively, until the stopping criterion is reached.
Remark 2: It is worth mentioning that CNSDE/DVC is developed for the high-dimensional robust order scheduling problem, which is modeled as a high-dimensional robust multiobjective optimization problem. Unlike other existing MOEAs [17] , [25] , [26] that are used to solve robust multi-objective optimization problems, CNSDE/DVC makes it easier to solve the high-dimensional robust problem by classifying the decision variables into DV1 and DV2 and optimizing them separately. Detailed experimental results will be provided in Section IV.
D. CNSDE/DVC-Based Robust Order Scheduling
CNSDE/DVC is then used to optimize the robust order scheduling problem. Two important issues related to the problem need to be explained: Encoding Scheme and Population Evaluation.
1) Encoding Scheme: The task of the order scheduling is to assign m orders to n production lines properly. Potential order schedules should be encoded before the optimization. A potential solution should reflect how the orders are distributed on the production lines. Moreover, the en- coding should also reveal how an order is divided and how the orders are assigned on a single production line. Therefore, a potential solution is composed of the following three components:
1) the order-line relationship; 2) the split details of each order; and 3) the arrangement details of the orders on a single line. In real-world production, orders are not split frequently, so the maximum number of the suborders for each order is 2. As a result, the size of a potential solution is D = 4m, where m is the total number of the orders. It can be noticed that the encoding scheme is real-valued and continuous in the defined intervals. As stated in [30] , with such an encoding scheme, classical real-coded EAs such as DE and PSO can be applied conveniently.
2) Population Evaluation: Before evaluating the population, we utilize the ceil operator to process the value of each bit in the encoding scheme. Specifically, the value of each bit in After Encoding Scheme and Population Evaluation are settled, the robust order scheduling problem can be solved by CNSDE/DVC. In the following section, a set of numerical experiments are carried out to prove the effectiveness of CNSDE/DVC.
IV. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS AND ANALYSIS
A. Experimental Settings
To save space, we provide the experimental settings, which include the details of the experimental data in Section S.IV of the supplementary file.
We consider 40 orders in the experiments. Hence, for the problem, the dimension size is D = 160. The maximum number of function evaluations (MAX_FES) is set as D · 10 000. The population size is NP = 100. The scaling factor and the crossover probability of the DE algorithm are set as F = 0.5 and CR = 0.9, respectively. In the experiments, the uncertainty factor of daily production quantities is γ = 0.3. We set the number of the neighboring points for each potential solution as H = 5. The desired level of robustness for this problem is predefined as η = 5.
In the DVC operation, we need to first determine the value of PN. There are three components in the encoding scheme of the problem investigated in this paper. According to the value range of each component, PN is set as P N = 6 for Component I, P N = 4 for Component II, and P N = 40 for Component III. There are five parameters that should be discussed in CNSDE/DVC, and they are SN, TN, θ, c 1 , and c 2 .
In the experiments, the settings are SN = 4, T N = 15, θ = 1, c 1 = 40, and c 2 = 8. The parameter sensitivity study of these five parameters is listed in Section S.V of the supplementary file.
Each algorithm is run for 30 times. Two performance metrics inverted generational distance (IGD) and hypervolume (HV) are used to quantify all the experiments in comparison. To calculate IGD, a set of reference points need to be provided beforehand. In this paper, the nondominated solutions obtained from the combined solutions of all the algorithms under comparison are set as the reference points. To calculate HV, the maximum value of each objective over all the solutions multiplied by a constant 1.1 composes the reference point. We calculate the values of IGD and HV by using PlatEMO, which is a recently designed evolutionary multi-objective optimization platform [31] . Furthermore, in order to draw statistically sound conclusions, a Wilcoxon rank-sum test at a 0.05 significance level is conducted to evaluate the significance of the differences between the results obtained by two competing algorithms.
B. Comparison of CNSDE/DVC and CNSDE
One main contribution of this paper is to decompose decision variables according to their influence on the robustness of candidate solutions to more efficiently solve high-dimensional robust order scheduling problems. Therefore, we first examine the effectiveness of CNSDE/DVC by comparing it with CNSDE, in which the DVC operation is not considered. The IGD and HV values of CNSDE and CNSDE/DVC are listed in Table II . In addition, the box plots for the IGD and HV values of CNSDE and CNSDE/DVC after 30 runs are provided in Fig. 2 . Moreover, the median attainment surfaces of 30 independent runs of CNSDE and CNSDE/DVC are also shown in Fig. 3 [32] . It can be observed that CNSDE/DVC greatly improves the performance of CNSDE when handling the highdimensional robust order scheduling problem.
In CNSDE/DVC, the total 160 decision variables are divided into DV1 (i.e., highly robustness-related variables) and DV2 (i.e., weakly robustness-related variables). In Fig. 4 , we provide the frequency of the decision variables, which are classified as DV1 by CNSDE/DVC after 30 runs. It is observed from Fig. 4 that the decision variables from No. 81 to No. 120 are seldom identified as DV1. The reason can be inferred as follows: the 81st to the 120th decision variable indicates the split percentage of each order. Compared to other decision variables, varying these 40 decision variables will only affect the suborder size, and will not affect the order sequence on each single line. Keeping the The best results are highlighted. " †" indicates that the result of the peer algorithm is significantly different from that of CNSDE/DVC at a 0.05 level by the Wilcoxon ranksum test.
arrangement of the orders unchanged in a schedule (the suborder size might be altered) indicates that the constraint violation keeps largely unchanged when perturbing each component of the decision variables from No. 81 to No. 120. Therefore, these 40 decision variables are most likely to be grouped into DV2 instead of DV1.
C. Comparison With Three MOEAs
Since high-dimensional robust multi-objective optimization problems have so far received little attention, no dedicated algorithms have been developed. Therefore, in the comparative studies, we select NSGA-II [17] , NSCDE [25] , and NSJADE [26] , three state-of-the-art MOEAs that have been widely used for solving low to medium-dimensional robust multi-objective optimization problems. NSGA-II, NSCDE, and NSJADE are all dominance-based MOEAs, the difference of which lies in the selection of search engine. In NSGA-II, a real-coded genetic algorithm is utilized as the search engine; for NSCDE and NS-JADE, two advanced DE variants CoDE and JADE are playing the role of the search engine.
The IGD and HV values of CNSDE/DVC, NSGA-II, NSCDE, and NSJADE are calculated and given in Table III . The box plots for the IGD and HV values after 30 runs are also provided in Fig. 5 . In addition, the median attainment surfaces of 30 independent runs of these four MOEAs are shown in Fig. 6 [32] . It can be observed that CNSDE/DVC performs the best among the four MOEAs. Although the search engine of CNSDE/DVC is merely a simple original DE when compared with that of NSGA-II, NSCDE, and NSJADE, CNSDE/DVC performs the best among the four MOEAs. This is because the DVC operation decomposes the high-dimensional robust optimization problem, which reduces the complexity of the problem.
D. Analysis of Robust Order Schedules
We take a closer look at the robust solutions obtained by CNSDE/DVC. As introduced in Section II, f 1 and f 2 are two objectives, in the calculation of which the daily production quantities are fixed. While f be found that the uncertainty draws the PF away from the origin [0, 0], which means the variations of daily production quantities greatly affect the total earliness and tardiness of all the orders.
A solution [f 1 , f 2 ] = [31, 10] (in the objective space) is chosen from the nondominated solutions in Fig. 7 for the analysis. It is also the knee point of the PF that balances the two optimization objectives. The details of the order assignment in the schedule represented by [f 1 , f 2 ] = [31, 10] are given in Table IV [32, 13] , respectively, where negative values denote early days and positive values represent late days. That the red circle overlaps the green asterisk indicates the early/late days of the order stay unchanged. It can be observed from Fig. 8 that the uncertainty has a major impact on the earliness and tardiness of the orders. There are total 23 of the 40 orders the early/late days of which are shifted. Robust order schedules can provide more accurate information on earliness/tardiness of orders, which helps planners pay close attention to the early/late orders. For the early orders, more warehouse spaces can be prepared as early as possible; for the late orders, more operators can be arranged to work extra overtime on these orders.
Remark 3: It is noticed that a set of nondominated solutions are obtained by CNSDE/DVC. A decision-maker selects the proper solution (i.e., order schedule) from the Pareto front after negotiation and coordination. The negotiation and coordination are based on the early/late days of each order in the schedule. The diagram of the selection procedure is shown in Fig. 9 . Each potential solution represents a possible schedule in which the early/late days of each order are determined. For potential late orders, the decision-maker needs to negotiate earlier with the customers who place the orders about the delay in delivery, or organize operators to work extra hours for these orders. For potential early orders, the decision-maker needs to arrange more warehouse spaces in advance. Therefore, according to the results of negotiation and coordination, the decision-maker can select the proper order schedule from the set of the nondominated solutions.
E. Effect of γ on Robust Order Scheduling
As introduced in Section II, γ indicates the amount of uncertainties considered in daily production quantities. Here, we discuss the effect of γ on robust order scheduling. γ is set as [0, 0.3, 0.5], and the related median attainment surfaces of 30 independent runs under different γ values are shown in Fig. 10 . It can be found that PFs gradually move away from the original point as γ increases. This phenomenon is predictable because larger γ brings about more uncertainties in the order scheduling, which makes the original nondominated solutions are no longer robust.
F. Scalability Study
In the aforementioned experiments, 40 orders are considered and the dimension size of the problem is D = 160. Here, we consider more orders to test the scalability of CNSDE/DVC. Hence, 20 more orders are considered and the dimension size of the problem becomes D = 240. The details of these 20 orders are listed in Section S.VI of the supplementary file.
First, CNSDE/DVC is compared with CNSDE. The IGD and HV values are calculated after both algorithms are run for 30 times. The results are given in Table V . Additionally, the box plots for the IGD and HV values of CNSDE and CNSDE/DVC after 30 runs are provided in Fig. 11 . Furthermore, the median attainment surfaces of 30 independent runs of CNSDE and CNSDE/DVC are provided in Fig. 12 . It can be observed that CNSDE/DVC still works more efficiently than CNSDE when the dimension size of the problem increases.
Second, CNSDE/DVC is compared with NSGA-II, NSCDE, and NSJADE. IGD and HV values are calculated and given in Fig. 13 . In addition, the median attainment surfaces of 30 independent runs of these four MOEAs are displayed in Fig. 14 . It can be found that though the dimension size becomes larger, CNSDE/DVC still shows the best performance.
G. Computational Complexity Analysis
In this section, we discuss the computational complexities of the five MOEAs (i.e., CNSDE/DVC, CNSDE, NSGA-II, NSCDE, and NSJADE) in the experiments. In these five MOEAs, the common operations are nondominated sorting, crowding-distance assignment, and crowdingdegree comparison. The worst-case complexities of the three operations are O(M (2NP ) 2 ), O(M (2NP )log(2NP )), and O(2NP log(2NP )), respectively; the overall complexity is The above-mentioned experiments were carried out on a PC with Intel Core i7 Processor 3.60 GHz CPU and 4 GB RAM. The runtime of CNSDE/DVC for the robust order scheduling problem of 40 orders is around 1 hour when MAX_FES is set as D · 10 000. It is worth mentioning that order scheduling is made before the production, which can be regarded as an offline scheduling. Additionally, if high-performance computers and parallel computing are introduced to make the schedules in the factory, the scheduling time will further reduce. Meanwhile, intelligent order scheduling requires less manpower and fewer resources, which also saves the cost and increases the efficiency.
V. CONCLUSION
This paper proposes a novel MOEA called CNSDE/DVC for solving high-dimensional robust multi-objective optimization problems with application to robust order scheduling. The high-dimensional decision variables are classified into highly robustness-related variables and weakly robustness-related variables based on their contributions to the robustness of candidate solutions; the two groups of decision variables are then optimized separately.
A group of numerical experiments have been conducted in the experimental section. The results reveal that the DVC-based approach is more efficient to solve high-dimensional robust order scheduling problems compared with three existing MOEAs developed for solving robust multi-objective optimization problems. The decision variables can be appropriately divided according to the their properties. It is worth mentioning that robust order schedules are able to provide more information on earliness/tardiness of orders. More warehouse spaces can be prepared as early as possible for the early orders, while more operators can be arranged to work overtime on the late orders.
In the future, we are going to design a set of high-dimensional test functions, since there are no dedicated test functions for high-dimensional robust multi-objective optimization. Then, the performance of CNSDE/DVC will be examined on these test functions and other real-world high-dimensional robust optimization problems. In addition, we will design an adaptive parameter mechanism in CNSDE/DVC. We will also investigate whether more classifications of the decision variables can be made besides highly or weakly robustness-related variables.
